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ABSTRACT
Proxy servers are getting more and more important today. They provide web page caches for users to browse quickly, and also reduce unnecessary network traffic. However, users can’t browse web pages with the wrong URL. Sometimes we just want to get some information about some subjects, the proxy server couldn’t help us at all. Most people often use search engines to find data, but they still have to type the correct URLs of search engines. We actually need the proxy server with the ability of “Interactive URL Correction”, which means the proxy server could correct the URL request, and take the users to where they want to browse, or send back some possible URLs. Users could enter one word “google”, or even “goggle”, and then will eventually be taken to “www.google.com”. To accomplish the URL correction, we have applied URL preprocess and approximate URL matching technique into proxy server. In this paper, we implement the system on the “squid” proxy system, and use “edit distance” as the URL error measurement. Additionally, we also list the limitation of proxy parameters and the benefits of our system.

INTRODUCTION
With the rapid expansion of the World Wide Web (WWW) too many web-based applications had caused serious performance degradation on the Internet. Caching is the process of storing web elements (pages, files, images) on proxy servers. The use of caching has proliferated because it reduces bottleneck. The Internet Caching Resource Center (www.caching.com) estimates that caching can reduce the need for bandwidth by at least 35 percent. Consequently, the proxy servers had been widely deployed to reduce the bandwidth for the same “web page” requests; proxy server could accelerate the browsing rate by storing current web pages for the future requests. When some web pages are very popular, the proxy server only needs to download them once, then users could quickly browse these pages from the proxy. Nowadays, proxy server becomes necessary for the WWW community.

When proxy server receives a web page request (called “URL request”), it first matches all web pages in its native database. If the URL request is correct (by the DNS lookup), the proxy server immediately sends the requested page back to the user. Otherwise it has to access the requested page through the Internet, and then sends the page back and stores it in its native database. However, this is inconvenient and insufficient for users. When users browse web pages, they sometimes enter the wrong URL or just guess one URL for the product or company name. For example, we often enter the URL (“www.starbucks.com”) for the company “Starbucks”. But when we enter the word with some errors, for example “www.starbuck.com”, the proxy will return error messages to us, and doesn’t help us any more. Users have to correct the URL by themselves.

Most people often use search engines to find data, but they still have to enter correct URLs of search engines. We actually need to have the proxy server with the ability of “Interactive URL Correction”, which means the proxy server could correct the URL request, and take the users to where they want to browse, or send back some possible URLs for users to choose the correct URL by simply one click. Users could just enter one word “google”, or error word “goggle”, and then will be taken to “www.google.com”.

To accomplish the URL correction, we have applied URL preprocess and approximate URL matching technique into proxy server, so that users could just enter some important names (maybe with some errors) to browse the web pages they want. Normally, the proxy server works as usual when the URL request is correct. However if proxy server discovers the URL request is non-existent, it first performs the URL preprocess to get the important part of URL, and then performs the approximate URL matching to obtain some approximate URLs, and sends back to the users. Users could see the approximate URLs listed in their browsers and just simply click the correct URL to browse the web page. This is very convenient for users to browse on the Internet.

In this paper, we choose “edit distance” as the URL similarity measurement of two URLs, because it has a clear definition and is also widely used in many fields of applications. Furthermore, we have designed one algorithm to utilize three filter conditions [14] based on n-gram technique to perform the URL correction.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work, Section 3 lists some basic concepts about our method, Section 4 outlines the design of the URL correction, Section 5 presents the implementation environment and results, and the last section is the conclusion.

RELATED WORK
Web tracking and caching is highly active research area. A lot of tracking studies analyze the request rate, number of requests, the effects of cookies, aborted connections, and persistent connections on the performance of proxy caching [2, 3].

There has also been extensive work on cooperative Web caching as a technique to reduce access latency and bandwidth consumption. Cooperative Web caching proposals include hierarchical schemes like Harvest and Squid [4, 5], hash-based schemes [6], directory-based schemes [7] and multicast-based schemes [8].

For the approximate matching field, many researches have been published. For two strings of length n and m, there exists a dynamic programming algorithm to compute the edit distance of the strings in O(nm) time and space [9], and improvements to the average and worst case have appeared [10, 11].

In [1], they solve the problem of approximate string joins in a database, using n-gram as index stored in database and using three filter conditions for quickly joins. In the field of database, several indexing techniques proposed for the “approximate string matching” problem, however, such techniques have to be supported by the database management system [12].

BASIC CONCEPTS
In this section, we briefly describe some basic concepts about URL pre-process and URL approximate matching technique.

Edit Distance (The URL Similarity Measurement)
The edit distance d(x,y) between two URLs x and y is the minimal cost of a sequence of operations that transform x into y. The cost of a sequence of operations is the sum of the costs of the individual operations. In this paper we use three standard operations of cost 1 such as follows.

Insertion: inserting the letter a, Deletion: deleting the letter a, Replace- ment or Substitution: for a≠b, replacing a by b.

URL Preprocess
Before we have to introduce the index (called n-grams) for each URL, we perform one preprocess. The preprocess procedure prunes some common prefixes or suffixes of each URL, such as: “www”, “.com”, “.org”, “.gov”, “.tw”, etc. For all URLs in proxy native database we must perform this prepro-
In this section, we introduce our method and new proxy architecture for the URL correction.

**New Proxy Architecture**

We modify the proxy architecture to perform approximate URL matching, and Figure 2 shows the new architecture of proxy server. We need to make a new “URL N-gram Index” in addition to the “web page cache” and corresponding “URL cache”; the “URL N-gram Index” is the set of all n-grams of each URL in proxy. Especially, we apply the approximate URL matching into the situation when proxy server couldn’t get the requested page, then the proxy server returns top 10 approximate URLs back to the user.

**Index Architecture**

For each web page, proxy server stores it into inside web page cache and URL cache. Furthermore, we create the n-grams for each URL and use the set of n-gram (G) as the URL indices. We put the indices G into a large table (called “URL N-gram Index”). The URL N-gram Index contains four fields: 1. n-gram 2. URL string length (denote L) 3. position (the position which n-gram appears) 4. URL_ID (the unique identification of each URL).

**Example [URL N-gram Index]** Assume that URL string D = “HELLO”, Length(D) = |D| = 5, and we use the 3-grams as indices (n = 3), then we get the following 3-grams:

- G_1 = “##H”
- G_2 = “HE”
- G_3 = “HEL”
- G_4 = “ELL”
- G_5 = “LLO”, G_6 = “LO$”, G_7 = “OSS”

**Matching Processes**

The URL correction processes using n-gram are as follows:

1. For each URL string D, we produce all the n-grams of D.
2. Retrieve each filter list in the URL N-gram Index corresponding to each n-gram.
3. In all filter lists, we sum the records having the same URL_ID. When the sum is greater then the Count Filtering, the record with the URL_ID maybe is the answer; then we check it for the Length Filtering, and insert it into the last result list when it passes the condition.
4. Use the distance function to compute the edit distance for the records in the last result list.
Some serious problems arise during these processes, especially when the amount of record in filter lists is very large. Therefore we need an efficient method for these merge processes. We sort records in each filter list by URL_ID field, like the merge-sort algorithm. The following j iterations present the method:

1. List 1 ⇒ Result List (initialization).
2. List 2 + Previous Result List ⇒ new Result List (because we sort the records by URL_ID in lists, we can do the counting linearly in time O(n)).
3. List j + Previous Result List ⇒ new Result List.

During the merge iterations, we can easily observe that the preceding list records also appear in the latter lists, and the space and time used for counting increases quite substantially. For the purpose to reduce the space and time, we sort all lists by size beforehand, and the first list has the smallest size. Figure 3 shows our searching processes and data structures.

Rank and Return

After these matching processes, we have the real distances of last few possible URLs. Then we rank the approximate URLs by its similarity with the requested URL, we report error messages and the top 10 URLs back to users.

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

In this section, we present the implementation environment, browser setting, and parameter limitation of proxy server. Furthermore, we also describe the performance and benefits of our implementation.

Environment

We implement our proxy server on the Linux platform (Red Hat Linux release 6.2.) and choose the “squid” proxy system to apply URL correction technique, because the system is an open source and widely used under most network infrastructures. Besides, we also use the DB library developed by the University of Berkeley to perform the bit tree structures for the URL N-gram Index.

Our implementations contain two parts:
1. Index Generation
   The part is responsible for generating n-grams of all URLs and making the sorted URL N-gram Index mentioned above, and sorting lists, etc. We use 3-gram (N=3) as default in our implementation.
2. Filter and Matching
   Programs could match approximate URLs under k edit distance, and we set k = 2 in the proxy settings.

For the distance function, we use the Levenshtein distance algorithm [13] to compute the real distance between two URL strings.

Browser Setting

In order to have faster efficiency on browsing the web, it is necessary for the user to set the proxy server in the web browser. This helps to make more efficient use of bandwidth and reduce the chances of getting duplicated copies of the same data from overseas. Two common browsers, Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer, have to be configured to use the proxy server; especially in the IE browser, we have to check the check box of “Access the Internet using a proxy server” and cancel “Bypass proxy server for local (Intranet) addresses”. The later action is very important, because the IE browser would automatically append local domain to the requested URL when it is just one word; if we don’t cancel the later check box, the proxy server would not receive any URL request.

Parameter Limitation

In our implementation, the proxy server could select different parameters (n-gram, k error threshold) to work, however, the filters would lose their functionality when we choose unsuitable parameters. The limitation comes from the Count Filtering: \[ L - 1 - (k - 1)^n \geq 0. \] That is, our filters will lose functions when the inequality doesn’t hold. In experiments, we choose \( k = 2 \) and \( n = 3 \) for proxy server, therefore, the filters work well for the pruned URL strings of length \( L > 4 \). For strings of length \( L \leq 4 \), we have to directly compute their edit distances.

Experimental Results

We used about 500,000 URL strings to evaluate the performance of approximate URL matching, and produce more then 5,000,000 n-gram data. In our experiments, almost approximate URL matching processes had finished in one to three seconds; the performance of the filtering is acceptable. As our previous research [14], we use the matching processes to perform the filtering. However, the n value is very important for search performance. If n is too large, the filters lose its functions, then we have to use brute force method to check each string, and the performance decreases. If n is too small, the index size increases, and the performance also decreases. Therefore, it is very important to one suitable n value, and in our experience, n (three to five) is suitable for common situations.

We could change the proxy parameters for various approximate levels depending on different needs. On the other hand, users could just enter some important keywords to find what they want because we first perform the URL preprocess, and maybe users would discover some other URLs containing the information they are interested in.

CONCLUSIONS

We successfully applied the URL correction technique into proxy server, and this kind of proxy server will take users to a convenient environment for browsing on the Internet. Even though users enter error URLs, they still will be taken to the correct web pages. This is our major contribution.

To perform the URL correction technique, we make and sort the n-grams of all URL strings, and archive a well URL correction performance. Furthermore, we list the limitation of the proxy parameters for administrators to customize the system. Most of all, we make users a lot easier to browse the web.

To increase the practicality of the system, it should be deployed on one bigger proxy server, such as some ISP’s proxy servers, which has a lot of web pages and a lot of user requests.
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